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1 Wooster
This week, BSA sponsored Segregation Day in Lowry to re-ena- ct the segregation laws before
the Civil Rights Bill was passed. Tables and facilities were divided into "No Golds" and
"Blacks Only" (Photo by Mark DeWine).
Emily Tarr
Voice Staff
The Black Students' Association
and the Office of Multi-ethn- ic
Student Affairs have several events
planned for the February celebration
of Black History Month. Under the
theme "Keeping the Legacy Alive,"
the BSA has numerous plans in the
works, including lunch discussions to
be held at noon in room 308 in
Morgan Hall throughout the month.
The purpose of these discussions,-- ,
which are open to the whole campus
community, is to be a forum for stu
dent and faculty dialogue about the
topics presented.
Two of these events have already
occurred, covering the topics "The
Purpose of Multicultural Groups"
and "What's My Culture?"
Upcoming discussion topics include
"Black History in Ohio" on
Voice
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"As soon go kindle fire with snow, as seek to quench the fire of love with words."
William Shakespeare
ISA sponsors 9 ack-Histor- y Month
Wednesday, Feb. 20, and "The History
of Hip Hop" on Wednesday, Feb. 27.
A Black Culture Show is also
planned for 7 p.m. on Saturday, Feb.
23, in the Gault Recital Hall in
Scheide Music Center. It is a show-
case of talent on campus, including
poets, singers and dancers. All are
encouraged to attend.
The Galpin Takeover discussion,
originally planned for Feb. 5, has been
postponed until Feb. 26 due to
inclement weath--
er. The gathering
is focused on the "The Civil Rights move- -
past, present and tnent has not been
future in regards i i
to the event,
including a dis-
cussion of what
happened, where
we are now, and
the possibility of
this happening
again. ,
Segregation
Day, one of
OMSA's biggest
sioppeu; u nas jusi Deen
stalled. Maybe going
through this will make
some people want to
start it back up again."
ashlee wroten '11
"Segregation Day"
event planner
events for the
month, was held '
on Tuesday, Feb. 12. The event, kept
a secret from the student body until
Tuesday, was meant to recreate segre-
gation and the history of the Civil
Rights Movement by dividing the
school facilities into "Black Only" and
"No Golds," the College's colors.
Planners hoped to help the student
body experience a part of history and
to bring them together through their-collectiv- e
experience.
"My hope for the event is that it will
take us all back and make us realize
why we needed Martin .Luther King,
Jr., and the Civil Rights Movement,"
said event creator Ashlee Wroten '11.
"I also hope that going through this
day will make the students and even
staff appreciate what has changed and
realize what
hasn't, not only in
America but also
all over the
world. So in that
way we are using
it as a connector
of .the past and
present."
"We are even a
little hopeful that
this will bring
people to the real-
ization that the
Civil Rights
Movement has
not been stopped;
it has just been
stalled. Maybe going through this
will ntake some people want to start it
back up again."
The day included enforced segrega-
tion of students into black or gold
See "BSA "page 2
Semester's new dining initiatives earn successful returns
Alexandra DeGrandchamp .
VoWStaff
Dining Services began several new
"green" initiatives this semester and
last to make Lowry and Kittredge
dining halls, as well as other dining
services, more ecologically friendly.
Eco-friend- ly changes for this
semester include the use of
biodegradable trash liners, china in
Mom's Truck Stop from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. and biodegradable to-g- o boxes,
the installation of fluorescent bulbs
in the dining halls and free reusable
travel mugs for all students.
Allison Passero '08, president of
Greenhouse, said, "1 feel Lowry is
doing a great job ... Chef Rick is
really receptive to all of our com-
ments about the food selection ... and
has created over 40 new vegan and
vegetarian dishes." Coordinator
Austin Beer '10 is particularly fond of
the reusable mug and biodegradable
to-g- o containers. He said, "These
tiatives encourage the non-enviro- n-
.
mentally conscious to do something
whether they realize it or not."
Director of Hospitality and co-ch- air
of the Environmental' Task 1
Force Chuck Wagers also acknowl-
edges the positive impact of thesejni-tiative- s.
Wagers said, "I have only
received positive feedback and have
not seen any issues with initiating
these new programs. We have made
some good changes, but we continual-
ly are looking for more ways to
improve."
One of the most recent "green" ini-
tiatives was the use of washable dish-wa- re
at Gala last weekend, one
that Greenhouse member Evan
Heidtmann '09 "particularly appreci-
ated." Wagers estimated that this
saved 2,500 disposable cups, 1,300 dis-
posable plates and forks, three dozen
trash bags and $250.
The reusable mug program also
saves 500 paper cups, sleeves and lids
at the Java Hut alone each week, as
See "Dining," page 2
Q
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--ri ... .-- .The Old Main Cafe , a new coffee shop that opened in fall 2006 when Kauke Hall was reno-
vated, is one of Wooster's several services to participate in new dining initiatives this semes-
ter, including free travel mugs for students (Photo by Karin Johnson).
Wooster student, arrested for breaking into Granville inn
Sara Brown
Viewpoints Editor
According to The Newark
Advocate, Samuel E. Brown '10, a 21-year-- old
College of Wooster student,
was arrested Monday in Granville,
Ohio by Granville police, who were
called to the Buxton Inn after Brown
had broken into a room over the
weekend.
According to The Newark
Advocate, when asked why lie broke
into the Buxton Inn, Brown's reply
was, "It seemed like a nice place to
stay." He also told police that he was
on his way to Indiana, where his father
1
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lives, and that he stopped in Granville
because a friend from college lives
there.
When police asked him who he was,
he identified himself as "Jim Brown"
and said he was a student at Denison
University. Eventually, the name he
gave was determined to be false.
Police later found Brown's car in a
Park National Bank parking lot down-
town. In the car, the police discovered
a revolver with three live rounds, and
three empty shell cases were in plain
sight within the car. Brown said that
he and a friend had been shooting for
target practice and when they fin-
ished, he picked up the shell casings.
Ted Inin '11 bids "Goodbye,
and good riddance!" to cur-
sive and long division, claim-
ing that they are dead arts.
Read more on page 3.
Sara Brown '09 writes
about her experience in
Washington D.C., learning
about morality and ethics in
journalism. See more on
page 3.
He was unable to give police a direct
answer as to where he got the gun.
Brown's mother, who lives in
Massachusetts, was called by the
police to inform her of her son's situ-
ation. She told police that he had been
released from a mental health facility
in Beverly, Mass. two weeks prior to
the arrest. In a quote from The
Newark Advocate, she said that
Brown has "very serious mental
health issues" and should be consid-
ered a threat to himself as well as sev-
eral others.
She also informed police that Brown
had talked about getting a gun after a
fight with his brother in early January.
Julie Pinzur '09 showcases
her fashion skills with the
Japanese-inspire- d trends in
her new fashion line. Find
out more on page 5.
Sergeant Dave Dudgeon of the
Granville Police Department, when
asked by The tl'ooster Voice for a police
report, said, "At this time the report is
not finished because it is still under
investigation."
On Tuesday, Brown appeared before
Judge David Branstool of the Licking
County Municipal Court and was
charged with burglary,' a third degree
felony. His bail was set at $10,000.
The judge also ordered Brown to
undergo a mental evaluation and to
have no possession of a firearm. Other
charges pending against Brown
include carrying a concealed weapon,
obstructing official business and
The Good Woman of
Setzuan," a play presented by
The College of Woosfer
Department of Theatre and
Dance, opens next week.
Read more on page 6.
felony theft. Brown is currently held
at the Licking County Justice Center.
According to a housemate, he
moved his things out of his residence
at The College of Wooster, but may
return in the future.
--EDITORS NOTE- -
Citing the importance of ethical
journalism, the editors of The
Wooster Voice disclosed the identity of
Samuel Brown. By adhering to a Code
of Ethics and upholding the mission of
the Voce, it is our priority to print fac-
tual material in order to dispel rumors.
We strive to present the members of the
College community with reliable
guana i;re 1 1 recwuig)"l I eaij 1 1 (swddfa 1
t ' A
wins over Wabash
and Denison combined
with a Wittenberg loss,
Wooster took a one-gam- e
lead in a tight NCAC race.
Read more on page 8.
Friday, Section Editors:2 February 15 Jonah ComstockChandra Asar
NATION
Obama wins eight
consecutive primaries
Two presidential hopefuls swept
three contests this week Sen. Barack
Obama won three primaries in the
Washington, DC. area with over-
whelming margins over Sen. Hillary
Clinton, and Sen. John McCain beat out
former Ark. governor Mike Huckabee.
The same night Clinton suffered
losses to Obama, her deputy campaign
manager, Michael Henry, resigned.
Obama has now won eight consecutive
primaries.
Obama and Hillary
will debate in Ohio
Sens. Barack Obama "and Hillary
Clinton will debate at Cleveland State
University on Feb. 26. Clinton previ-
ously balked after an MSNBC anchor
made an uncouth remark on-a- ir about
her daughter, Chelsea Clinton.
According to Clinton spokesman
Howard Wolfson, "We have agreed to
the MSNBC debate in Ohio."
Congress bans harsh
interrogation methods
On Wednesday afternoon, the
Senate voted 51-- 45 to ban water-boardin- g,
as well as other harsh inter-
rogation methods used by the Central
Intelligence Agency against high-ris- k
terrorism suspects.
The prohibition is part of a wider
intelligence authorization bill, and
would effectively bar the use of phys-
ical force by American interrogators.
The votes were mostly along party
lines all votes against the bill were
from Republicans, as well as from
Sens. Ben Nelson, a Democrat from
Nebraska and Joseph Lieberman, an
independent from Connecticut. Sen.
Bernard Sanders, an independent
from Vermont and five Republicans
voted "yes."
Bush signs bill to
boost the economy
President Bush signed a multi-billi- on
dollar economic initiative Wednesday
that would provide rebates to American
households worth $300 to $1,200.
According to Bush, this "booster
shot for our economy" is meant to delay
a recession. Most taxpayers will receive
their checks beginning in May.
Investigation keeps
Clemens in question
In an ongoing investigation
regarding performance-enhancin- g
drugs, baseball star pitcher Roger
Clemens denied use of such sub-
stances. His former personal trainer,
however, testified that Clemens was
guilty.
Brian McNamee insisted that
every injection given to his former
employer contained steroids or per-
formance enhancers. Clemens testi-
fied that he only received vitamin
shots from McNamee.
WORLD
Two Pakistani assas-
sins of Bhutto arrested
Two men arrested last week con-
fessed to a Pakistani judge
Wednesday that they helped arm the
suicide bomber who allegedly assassi-
nated former Pakistani prime minis-
ter Benazir Bhutto, according to an
Interior Ministry spokesperson.
The men are identified as Hasnain
Gul and Rafagat, and were part of a
five-pers- on group responsible for
Bhutto's assassination. The other
members of the team are still at
large.
--Briefs compiled by Justine McCullough
and Chandra Asar
In last week's article Three-hou- r
blackout caused by fallen power line,"
it was reported fhat a live wire hit a
student on the back of the neck. In
fact, the student was hit in the back of
the leg. An editor erred.
While we strive for excellence
every week, we, too, sometimes fall
short. Please send your corrections to
voicewooster.edu.
AnaBaggiano
Voice Staff
Despite the recent snowfall, The
College of Wooster is looking rather
green. From the reusable mug pro-
gram to biodegradable trashcan liners,
.
the College is clearly becoming more
environmentally-consciou- s. Hospitality
Services is looking to eco-frien-dly prod-
ucts ' as an answer while the
Environmental Task Force (ETF) is
looking to students. The ETF's effort
this month is to promote the Energy
Conservation Competition between
dormitories.
In its second year of existence, this
month's competition is calling upon
student residents to reduce their ener-
gy usage. ETF's Web site could not say
it more clearly: "Energy use costs
money and contributes to global warm--,
ing. By reducing your energy demands,
you can contribute to a healthier envi-ronm- ent
as well as saving the College
money. Lower energy costs help the
College to keep tuition cpsts down and
allow it to devote more of its financial
resources to your education and co-cur-ric- ular
opportunities."
At the beginning of February, each
residence hall and program house had
their meters read. The meters will be
read again at the end of the month to
determine which site had the greatest
percentage decrease in energy use.
"We have data from . . . February of
2007, so we can compare them," said
Susan Clayton, professor of psycholo-
gy. She also said why ETF chose"
February again as its competition
month. "Every montli is different, so we
can't say 'oh, you used less energy in
--rv t VoiceNews
Students compete to save energy in February
February than
you did in January
... that wouldn't
make any sense,
but say you used
less energy this
February ' than
you did last
February .., Qt's
just a little bit
more systematic"
She also
explained yhy
ETF chose
February again as
its competition
month. "We need
to have an entire
month, and of
course we couldn't
compare it to a
summer month or Evan Heidtman '09 and Amber Phillips '08 measure a dorm meter to compare
LfLTano the dorm's ener9y use at the end of February for the Energy Conservation
waiter
month" Competition. The dorm that saves the most energy will earn a free pizza party
We energy (Photo by Maureen Sill).
usage differs from
winter months to fall months due to
dormitory heating, as well as other
appliance usage it is necessary to keep
the competition within the same season
in order to properly compare results.
"At Yale they were able to save ten
percent of the energy they were using
in their dorms just by ... students
remembering to turn off appliances
and lights," Clayton said.
The thrill of competition and the
desire to save the earth isn't the only
motivation to participated the month's
contest. Not only does the winning,
dorm or program house receive the
Green C.O.W award, but they will also
win a pizza party. '
So how can dorms get that free
pizza? The ETF has multiple sugges-
tions on their site, including turning
off unnecessary lights and putting
computers into sleep mode when not in
use. Laundry tips are also on their
Web site, including washing clothing
in cold water and not overfilling the
machines.
"We want to promote a sustainable
environment," said Clayton. "We also
want to help the College save money on
its energy bill, so that we can use that
money for things that we would all
enjoy a little bit more, and so the com- -
Students enjoy Gala with bar, steel drum band
1 1- - - - -
Saturday, Feb. 9, students crowded, irjto Lowry Center to attend the annual Winter
Gala, Wooster's semi-form- al dance. This year's theme was Caribbean Fest, and
for the occasion, a Caribbean steel drum rock band performed. The Winter Gala;
which ran from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. and spanned two floors of Lowry, also featured rum
cake, rum truffle torte and, a popular dessert that every year's Gala provides,
cheesecake. This year's Gala was also the first one to feature a cash bar for those
over 21, which provided mixed drinks for $5 and Corona and Red Stripe Jamaican
beer for $3. Another change for this year was the use of china instead of dispos-
able dishes to make this year's Gala a more green event (Photo by David Small).
Semester's goals met
Dining
continued from p. I
well as $90 and "dumpster and land-
fill space," Wagers stated.
.Furthermore, Wagers has experi-
enced very few negative responses
and reports of abuses. Concerns
about the "honor system" in regards
to the to-g- o boxes and Kittredge's
continental breakfast seem to be
unfounded. Wagers stated that any
abuses in the system "seem to happen
very rarely."
However, many students would be
hesitant to call Dining Services
"green." Passero said, "I think the
next step would be to either compost
or find a way to donate the leftover
food instead of dumping it all in the
landfill."
Heidtmann said, "I like the direc-
tion things are going, but what has
been done so far is almost inconse-
quential compared to what we could
be doing. There remains a lot to be
done; Lowry is not 'green' by any
means."
One of Heidtmann's main concerns
about new dining initiatives is the rel-
atively few locally grown or pur-
chased food items in the dining halls.'
Wagers said, however, that the Chef 's
Advisory Board is looking for "a new,
Web-base- d, locally grown foods order
and delivery system that will give the
College the ability to purchase locally
grown foods from farmers ... within a
150-mi- le radius of Cleveland."
Other possibilities include more
energy efficient cooking and cleaning
equipment and "green" building for
the planned Campus Center.
Beer, though, is optimistic. "I hope
that these visible, campus-wid- e initia-
tives are continued and broadened in
their scope and focus."
petition just designed in a way to pro-
mote that kind of awareness about the
individual actions that people can take."
"We hope that it will encourage peo-
ple to just think about the small things
they can do to save energy and just be a
little bit more conscious about the way
in which they're using energy."
Interested in more ways you can help
planet Earth? Visit the Environmental
Task Force's Web site at
http: www.wooster.eduetfenergy.htm
for more tips on how you can fight off
enhanced global warming.
Additional reporting by Chandra Asar.
BSA lines
up events
BSA
continued ftorn p. 1
categories, segregation of gold and
black bathrooms and benches, several
staged revolutions with accompany-
ing arrests by Safety and Security,
"arrests"' of mixed gold and black
couples and removal of students sit-
ting on the wrong side of the Lowry
cafeteria.
On Tuesday evening, students par-
ticipated in a March on Lowry.
Students chanted slogans and quotes
from the March on Washington, and
then held a rally afterwards in the
Lowry Pit. Students watched clips
about current world issues and list-
ened-to civil rights readings, con-
cluding with "Black Christ Poem" by
County Cullin and the Oleta Adams
song "Many Rivers to Cross."
Shannon King then led students in a
discussion of their reactions and feel-
ings about the day.
OMSA will also be hosting several
other events throughout the month,
including a display in the Lowry
Main Lounge entitled "The Negro
Baseball Leagues Memorabilia
Display" on Feb. 3 to Feb. 16.
Other, related upcoming events
include the Women of Images Social
Dinner at 7 p.m. on Monday, Feb. 18
in the Douglass basement and the
Sadie Hawkins Dance on Fe,b. 23 in
Lowry. Tickets will be on sale soon.
Absentee Ballots Are Available
If you are registered to vote in the
March 4 Ohio Primary as a resident of
Wayne County, Ohio and wish to obtain
an Absentee Ballot, please visit
www.wayne.sssnet.com for additional
information and an-applicatio- n for the
Absentee Voter's Ballot Form. The
deadline for obtaining absentee ballots
.
by mail is noon the Saturday before the
election (March l). Questions may be
directed to the Board of Elections at
330-287-54- 80.
Section Editors:
Ted Irvin
Sara Brown
Cursive writing and long division
are dead.
Good riddance, I say. These are
two skills that were incredibly difficult
for me to master (and I don't think
that I'm alone), and now I find myself
L J
tedirvin
I with little better
understanding of
these two concepts
than my naive
grade-scho- ol coun--
terpart. In the
third grade, I recall
I used to eagerly
anticipating what my teacher fondly
described as "Cursive Friday."
This, in essence, was the most tor-
tuous event of my young life. It quick-
ly became apparent that the kindly
lady behind the desk was truly a sadis-
tic woman, bent on the moral and
emotional crippling of my youth.
Long division has faded into an '
abstract concept governed by the arbi-
trary rules devised by similarly sadis-
tic mathematicians. I look dispassion-
ately on division, because the only
practical application I have for this
construct regards how I cut my pizza.
Naturally, my division tends to have a
personal bias, so I make liberal
allowances for the size of my own
slices.
I am honestly convinced that I
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Long division and
'
V.
would have been better off without
these burdens to my mind. The fact
that I'm even driven to consider these
skills is a testament to my frustration.
"Cursive Friday" crushed my spirit; I
was bombarded by the immanent
threat of high school composition,
causing me --undue distress and anxi-
ety. Long division, meanwhile, became
a fixture in my mind, representing the
evils of numeric analysis.
To quote the cartoon legend Calvin
(of ' Bill . Watterson's ' comic strip,
"Calvin and Hobbes"), "I figure that
anything that can't be explained in ten
seconds isn't worth knowing anyway.'
Long division certainly exists within
the category of "things taking in
excess of ten seconds to explain," so I
am therefore in opposition to this on
the moral grounds presented by this
child philosopher. This is especially
true when it comes to professing the
use of archaic practices and an outdat-
ed art form. V'" ; ; "' '" "
Today, we have calligraphers and
calculators practicing these lost arts,
so the need to learn these barbaric
practices has faded. Allow cursive and
long division to rest peacefully.
Ted is a Viewpoints editor for the Voice,
He can be reached for comment at
TIrvinllwooster.edu.
To the editors: ' -
Sen. Barack Obama is an intelligent and talented individual who has
extraordinary leadership characteristics. Sen. Obama embodies the change we
need in this country to overebme the current stasis in American politics that
encourages poisonous partisan politicking and prevents this countryfrom uni-
fying and working together.
Sen. Obama will not solve all the problems facing America and the world
today, but he is the only candidate who can take this country in the correct
direction.
The problems facing our nation are inherent in bur society's perception of
itself and cannot be resolved with policy prescriptions targeted at specific seg
ments of the population. No technocratic solution exists to resolve funda-
mental cleavages in today's political stasis. Sen. Obama is the only candidate
asking people of the United States to think differently about themselves, their
country and politics. .
.
Sen. Obama's simple, yet prophetic statement that he is willing to meet
,
unconditionally with leaders of Iran and Venezuela is exactly the change we
need to see in our foreign policy and is exactly the challenge to the status quo
in Washington that Sen. Obama will deliver.
The notion that we should not directly engage with our "enemies" today
is absurd and irresponsible, especially when we acknowledge the great success
we had during the Cold War when we directly engaged with our more fierce
enemies, the Soviet Union and China. And the lack of sufficient diplomacy is
exactly what has gotten us into this "dumb" war to begin with
Which leads me to my final points: judgmept and electability; just as
unity is greater than division, judgment is greater than experience. When the
Democrats face John McCain in the fall, they need a candidate that has always
been against the war, even when such a stance was unpopular.
They need a candidate who can rally the base as well as draw a strong
number of independents and Republicans disenfranchised by the current
Republican policies in Washington.
For a transformative presidency and a break with the past, vote for a pres
ident that can change the status quo and lead our nation to become a stronger
union.
--Ted Hickey '08
Chapter Coordinator, C.O.W. Students for Barack Obama
(The College neither endorses nor opposes this candidate or organization).
Opinionated? Contact Viewpoints!
Viewpoints is looking for additional editorialists this year to
express their opinions about campus, national or global issues.
Interested writers should contact the Viewpoints editor at
voiceviewpointswooster.edu. j ' ,
TheVoiceyyelcomes letters to the editors
Letters cannot exceed 350 words in length and must arrive to the
Voice by 5 p.m. on the Monday before Friday publication.
All letters must be signed and include contact information. In addi-
tion, the Voice reserves the right to edit and hold letters.
Please send letters via e-m-ail to voiceviewpointswooster.edu.
Letters can also be sent by campus mail to C-- 3 1 87, The Wooster Voice, 1 1 89
Beali Avenue, Wooster, OH 4469 1.
Voice
viewp
sarabrown
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ncT
a journalism program.
During a typical week,
I saw probably four dif--
Friday,
February 15 3
Seeking change, Hillary Clinton has
announced that she has officially replaced
her campaign manager with K.I.T.T.
Editorial cartoon by Julia V. Hendrickson. Send comments to JHendrickson08wooster.edu.
Tired of all the same old drinking
weekends: new ideas for safe fun
So it's Sunday afternoon and you
awake to a familiar situation: your
pounding headache is a tribute to 'the
hazy memories (or perhaps just the
black) of last night and you reach for
the Motrin, hoping to find salvation
stephaniefuller
in yet another
drug. The only
thing worse than
sharing half
your bed with
what's his or her
face is the fact
that they left.
their cell phone in your room so you
will inevitably have to see them
again. Not that you,
don't undoubtedly see
them every day in
Lowry anyways, let's
be honest.
As you struggle to
stand," you see ( it
There, in the corner of
your desk and the cen-
ter of your achinc
all know that drinking is a rising
problem for college students. I would
be a hypocrite to lecture you about
the seriousness of such a disease and
xthe consequences of our drunken
actions. I mean, I've probably met half
of you over a cup of beer, my eyes
glazed and, after introducing myself
(perhaps as Ssssstephaanienfn); I may
have thrown my arms around you in
utter glee and declared my love for
you, just before I either begged you to
be my BFF or'got escorted away by
one of my more sober comrades. So, I
will not give you a lesson (I'm sure
you've heard all there is to say).
whole was not able to come to a con-
sensus as to what the correct solution
to the situation was. However, after
listening to Watson, I feel as though
the difference between ethics and
morals is a lot clearer to me, '
Watson opened up his seminar by
asking the question, "If a perfectly
healthy woman in her 20's was drown-
ing, or a newborn baby was drowning,
who would you save?"
First, that's a hard question to
answer, because no matter what, the
person you don't save will die. When
asked who we would save, every single
doms are two for a quarter in your
hall's bathroom; can you say bargain?).
Hopefully this will take up. a fair
amount of your night, which would
have otherwise been spent getting
drunk. For those of you not ready to
go all the way, seven minutes in heav-
en is also a wild ride. Try the newer
versions as well: 20 minutes in heaven,
half an hour in heaven, etc. ,
3. Color Coding Your Closet:
Contrary to popular belief, this activi-
ty is not only for the anal retentive.
4. Facebook Stalk: We're all guilty
of it. Park yourself with a nice tall
icy, cold glass of fruit juice in front of
. your computer and pray
There, in the mrner nf vnur desk to God that hot, ... - j
and the center of your aching mind,
you see that horridly wretched
Captain Morgan ... He stares at you
with such intensity in those bright
mind, you see that hor- - brown eyes and almost seems to mock
ridly wretched Captain
.
'
. tf
Morgan (or maybe its you with that devilish grin.
Jack, or Jos, or, God
forbid, the whole Colonial Club). He
stares at you with such intensity in
those bright brown eyes and almost
seems to mock you with that devilish
grin. That same notorious smile that
seemed to entice you only hours ago
now seems taunting, almost evil. You
joker, you think, you sly fox with your
bittersweet nectar.
Even if you don't have conversa-
tions with your empty liquor bottles,
hopefully you get the jist.
So you've read the facts and heard
the statistics and by now, I'm sure you
Rather, I will give you a few alterna-
tives to drinking. Keep in mind, we
are in Wooster, Ohio.
1. Cow Tipping: Normally, I'd rec-
ommend you do this joyous "activity
when you are wasted, but that would
defeat the purpose of this article. So,
I don't know if it will be as fun but it
does provide some entertaining
scenery and some real great stories for
the grandkids. You may even be able
to score some delicious fresh milk if
you're lucky.
2. Sex: It's fun. It's only $.25 (con- -
guygirl you've been
eyeing hasn't secured
their profile.
5. Take a walk: Don't
have outerwear that's fit
for the icy tundra that is
Wooster? That's half
the fun, my friend. If
you get a group togeth-
er, you can dabble in
games such as, "The last
one to get frostbite wins
the game!"
The next time you contemplate
whether or not you want to go out,
hopefully these alternative sugges-
tions for a night that is sure to be as
stimulating as it is rewarding will
come in handy. Being the sober Sally
or the abstemious Alex has never
looked so good.
The Vokedoes not support cow tipping.
Stephanie is a regular contributor to the
Voice. She can be reached for comment at
SFuller09wooster.edu.
Ethics and morality cannot be
equated in the field of journalism
As a young woman wishing to enter
the field of journalism when I gradu-
ate college, the concept of what is eth-
ically right and what is morally right
is the biggest question that faces all
journalists every day. This is even an
issue that the Voice
faces on certain
occasions for a
few of the stories
that are printed..
This past semes-
ter while I was
studying abroad
in Washington, D.C. , I was enrolled in
while ethics are designed to help us
better serve the community. Because
the. woman is in her 20's, she is of
more use to society and plays a bigger
contributing role as compared to the
infant, who cannot yet contribute to
society and needs to be taken care of
constantly.
Doctors and lawyers are ' good
examples of how ethics and morals
differ. Doctors better serve the public
by following an ethics code than a
moral code.
Without the Hippocratic Oath, doc-
tors would not be bound to doing no
harm to patients, let alone
Without the Hippocratic Oath, deciding what patients
tlipv would rr wnnld nnt
ferent speakers that doctors would not be bound to doing choose to 'serve. Their
talked about their ' ethics code them, in, keepsexpe-- i i l j Jharm let alone decid- -
rienceVs journalists, no to patients, ck.cU t0 serve the pubi
The one speaker that , ,,,1, 'notmnfc thmr nlrl - in the best way possible.
really stuck out to me 1 "6 J . Lawy(:TS are usually
was Professor John WOuld not chose to serve. Their ethics thousht of t0 be vefy
Watson of. American unethical people. In reali- -
University who teaches code keeps them ill check tO Serve the lawyers have probably
a class on Ethics vs. , . one of the most ethical
Morals. pllbllC in the beSt Way pOSSlblC professions to date.
nalist, this seminar was especially
interesting to me, not to mention
extremely helpful.
Before my class had been visited by
Watson, our professor was constantly
asking us the difference between
ethics and morals w hen it came to
writing our articles.
Almost all the time, the class as a
person said they would save the infant.
I Iowever, the ethically correct answer
is to save the woman and not the
infant, but the moral answer is to save
the infant.
So what's the difference between
ethics and morals?
Morality is a system which helps us
determine what is right and wrong,
fuse the ethical procedures lawyers
follow, which may be (and usually are)
immoral, and call them unethical and
assume that lawyers are sneaky crooks
only looking out for themselves.
Sara is a Viewpoints editor for the Voice.
She can be reached for comment at
SJJiroinn9fa)xvooster.fdu.
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Political activism on campus heightens as race heats up
Claire Dibbin
Voice Staff
The 2008 presidential election
involves multiple parties, each exhibit-
ing their own unique ideals and inter-
ests. By following a specific party, one
hopes to see their views represented,
as well as an effective four-ye- ar term
with growth and development of the
country.
Here at Wooster, there are a variety
of political organizations that students
can take part in that actively support
and participate in presidential events.
Existing campus groups include
College Democrats, College
Republicans, The Wooster Democratic
Socialists, The League of Informed
Voters and the most recent addition,
The College of Wooster Students for
more involved in the political process.
In addition, College Republicans,
College Democrats, League of
Informed Voters and the Wooster
Democratic Socialists will participate
in a mock debate prior to the March 4
Ohio primary elections.
During this debate, they hope to
have the faculty, staff and adminis-
tration playing the roles of each can-
didate. "We hope 'that through this
discussion and others a greater
diversity of political perspectives will
emerge," said Mike Doerr '08 of the
League of Informed Voters.
One of the College Republicans'
main concerns is similar to the
College Democrats. Both groups
worry about the lack of student
involvement as well as a decreased
interest in politics when presidential
BarackObama. Each party has specif-- 'elections are not taking place.
ic interests which relate to the stu
dents, and each party is also taking an
active role in the present election.
In preparation for the general elec-
tions, College Democrats, College
Republicans and The League of
Independent Voters will coordinate
voter registration on campus.
The groups also hope to co-spon- sor
more forums about the elections, simi-
lar to the campus-wid- e political, forum
held last week about the presidential
candidates which was co-sponso- red by
College Republicans, League of
Informed Voters as well as the
Wooster Democratic Socialists.
The College Dem- - '
ocrats believe that
volunteering with
local Wooster Dem-
ocrats is very effec-
tive in the election
process.
One of the con-
cerns they share
with The League of
"College Republicans seek to keep the
political conversation going as a means
of sustaining a thriving political cli-
mate on campus," College Republicans
Chair Lauren Mogavero '08 said. "We
will continue to do so in the months to
come through events such as the pres-
idential candidates forum and in other
topic-focus- ed forums," she said.
The newly formed group The
College of Wooster Students for
Barack Obama has become very active
in the election process. -
Ted Hickey '08, chapter coordinator
of the group, is leading the project
and hopes that the event will en- -
"Before we can change the way we act as a
nation, we must change the way we think about
ourselves."
Ted Hickey '08
Chapter Coordinator1
The College of .Wooster Students for Barack Obama
Independent Voters , " 7
is overall student involvement with
voting. They hope to solve this issue
by presenting the new College plan for
assistance in voter registration, as well
as encouraging the students to be
counter success similar to that it has
had at colleges like Oberlin.
This organization is actually an offi
Obama for America campaign.
, "We're part of the national organi- -
zation of
high school,
college,
graduate,
and law stu-
dents with
hundreds of
chapters a-cr- oss
the
country unit-
ed by a corn- -
mon mission to change American
politics by' helping to elect Barack
Obama as President of the United
i
Throw on that rubber, and Happy Valentine's Day! Students made this
Hallmark holiday count towards a good cause last Tuesday night at
Kittredge Dining Hall during dinner from 5 to 7 p.m. Free condoms were1
given out as part of the weekly Soup and Bread dinners in honor of this
week's Valentine-relate- d theme, "Soup and Sex." Prior to this most
recent meal, Soup and Bread has raised $9,457.50 to donate towards
local, national and international charities since the beginning of the aca-
demic year. The event was organized in conjunction with the campus
chapter of Planned Parenthood, which supplied the dinner goodies.
Recent past themes have included "Soup and Soleil" and "Soup and
Heath Ledger." Soup and Bread is orchestrated by Joe Besl '09 and
David Alexander '08 (Photo by Aubrie Tossman).
WRITE!
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kvesper09wooster.edu or Molly
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The College of Wooster Students for Barack Obama discuss politics (Photo by Meghan Meeker).
vote, raise funds, and spread Barack
Obama's message of hope, action, and
change."
In preparation for the primaries,
Students for Barack Obama plan to
table in Lowry in order to raise aware-
ness about Obama's message. They are
also planning a party to watch the
upcoming debates, as well as volun-
teering with the local campaign office
in Wooster.
Regardless of your political tenden-
cies, .all of Wooster's campus groups
encourage active student participa-
tion.' "Before we can change the way
we act as a nation, we must change the
cial chapter of "Students' for Barack States," said Hickey. !We' re organizing i... way we think, about ourselves,",, said
Obama," the student wing of the students to register voters, get out the Hickey. ' ;, ;
Soup and Sex fires up charity program
l, A k
FOR MORE
INFORMATION:
College Democrats:
Lara Pfaff (Ipfaff08)
College Republicans:
Lauren Mogavero (Imogavero08)
Wooster Democratic
Socialists:
Kat Brausch (kbrausch09)
The League of Informed
Voters:
Mike Doerr (mdoerr08) f
The College of Wooster
Students for Barack Obama:
Ted Hickey (thickey08) '
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arjuniipadhyay tionals passionately debate the policies of the presiden- -
tial hopefuls. The presence of the United States is felt
throughout the globe. It would be hard to argue that the foreign policy of the
country, in some way or another, will not affect other nations. Spurred by this
idea, there is a growing lofty sentiment among internationals that one day our
voice will be heard through a vote. But I will stop daydreaming.
What really fascinates me is the amount of youthful energy present in this
year's presidential campaign. This will be my first time experiencing an elec-
tion year in the United States and it is the first time that I will be able to wit-
ness American democracy in action. With all this political fervor in the air, I
naturally remember the politics of home, primarily Switzerland and Nepal.
Known as one of the most democratic countries in the world, the people of
Switzerland literally vote for every national policy proposal. Presidential
terms last for one year and five major parties vie for power on each occasion.
Issues such as immigration, the environment and education generate major
interest.
Smaller topics also receive justified debate in the parliament. One of the
major political issues of 2003 was the import of French lettuce to the Geneva
region, a topic of clear significance for the Swiss.
The politics of Nepal are more typical of the South Asian region and
include political squabbles, murder, countless accusations and bombings. In
the past 20 years, Nepal has gone through three political systems, absolute
monarchy, constitutional monarchy and, more recently, a federal democratic
republic. Politics is often regarded in Nepal as an old man's game. In fact, our
current prime minister is 83 years old. Perhaps this is an observation Senator
McCain can use?
On a more serious note, I am excited about this year's election campaign and
I want to see others getting as excited as well. However, I have quickly come
to realize that politics in the United States goes beyond social interests. There
are a lot of familial, religious and personal sentiments rooted in each political
party. Politics, I have noticed, is a sensitive issue. But let us not forget that we
are at a liberal arts institution where respect, cultural awareness and curiosi-
ty thrive. Given this privileged setting, I think we should all approach election
year with the same enthusiasm that has been generated throughout the coun-
try and not become fearful of dialogue and discussion.
I, at least, look forward to watching more political videos on YouTube in the
months to come,
Arjun Upsdhyay '09 is an international relations major at the
College and is serving as president of the International Student
A:H thin unnr Un uor hnm In tha Dhillnnino i'e rf Monol whenn I was a
if
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Participating students from last year's Breakaway group gather to commemorate their volunteer experience (Photos courtesy Chris Nau).
Taylor Swope
Chief Copy Editor
While seniors are scrambling to
finish their Independent Study proj-
ects, many underclass students will
embark upon a two-we- ek spring
break, often jetting off to exotic
locales to enjoy sand and sun.
However, 15 Wooster students have
decided to dedicate the first week of
their break to helping others.
These students will be participating
in Breakaway, an alternative spring
break trip to Montgomery, W. Va.
Students will be working in coopera-
tion with West Virginia Advocacy and
Workcamps, Inc., which is supported
by Presbyterian Disaster Assistance,
Synod of the Trinity and The
Presbytery of West Virginia.
According to the organization's Web
site, volunteer groups come mainly
from churches and various faith tradi-
tions, as well as groups like Wooster
students who have donated their time
gver a collegiate break to assist in
poverty-strick- en areas of
the state.
Lauren Merriman '09
is a co-ch- air of the trip
for the first time this
year. She will be taking
her third trip this
March, having partici-
pated in Breakaway all
three years at the College.
Merriman explained that Patricia
Riley '08 has organized the trip in
recent years, but last year, due to
approaching I.S. responsibilities,
Riley asked Merriman to assume
planning responsibilities for the trip
because she' had so much experience
with Breakaway.
Merriman added that the Weoster
"International Insight," in conjunction with the
International Student Association, is dedicated to
international events and discussions as well as the
viewpoints of students of all backgrounds. If you're
interested in contributing, please contact Anoop Parik
at aparik09wooster.edu.
' Keeping up with American politics has become a ritual of mine lately. Part
of the morning exercise of checking my e-m- ail has come to include checking
the latest in U.S. politics on The New York Times or BBC Web sites. As an
international student, I have become fascinated by the dramatic twists and
turns of the primary race, both Republican and
Democrat. Having watched the heated primary debates,
listened to political analysts squabble and, above all,
viewed the "Obama Girl" video on YouTube, I have to
admit that I have been swept away by the American sys-
tem of democracy.
With the presidential elections receiving so much
publicity, it has been common to hear engrossed interna- -
Volunteer Network (WVN) is "trying
to make Breakaway more like an
organization, where smaller trips
occur possibly once a month, but right
budgeting, and continuing our rela-
tionship with our supervisors in West
Virginia," she explained.
Lingan enthusiastically recom
"I consider Breakaway one of the best
decisions I have made since coming to
Wooster."
Anna Lingan '10
Breakaway Co-Cha- ir
now it is offered only as an alternative
spring break."
Anna Lingan '10, also a co-ch- air of
this year's trip, said she decided to
assist Merriman with planning after
having such a positive experience
with the Breakaway trip her first year
at Wooster. "I had such a great expe-
rience that I couldn't wait to have
more of an active role in recruiting,
mends Breakaway to
students who do not
want to spend both
weeks of spring
break at home, and
also for those who
enjoy service work.
"I consider it one
of the best decisions
I have made since coming to Wooster. .
I met some of my closest friends, and
at the same time, I was exposed to a
region of the country that I really
knew nothing about beforehand," she
added.
Merriman echoes Lingan's senti-
ments, saying that she initially
became involved with Breakaway
because she did not want to be home
5
Wooster students will spend spring break helping those in need
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for two weeks, but also because She
had participated in several work trips
during high school.
During the trip, students will be
working with the aforementioned
organization in West Virginia.
According to the organizer's Web
site, they have brought approximately
40-5-2 volunteer groups per year to
work in West Virginia since October
2001.
Volunteer groups engage in a vari-
ety of services, including home repair,
deconstruction, reconstruction, play-
ground and park repairs and stream
bank stabilization to prevent exten-
sive flooding, as well as many other
projects.
A nationally recognized alternative
spring break, Breakaway was founded
by Vanderbilt University students
Michael Magevney and Laura Mann
in 1991 and continues there today.
Student entrepreneur emblazons
Japanese culture through fashion
ftswuauvii una yca.uunao uun, ... ,""", w. ryny became logo. I like him because he is so many
descent ana currently lives in Geneva, ovwizenami.
Hugh Brown
Voice Staff
You may recognize the
bright colors and Bauhaus-simp- le
designs of Mokuyobi
Threads around campus. What'
you may not know is that these
designs are being produced by
a Wooster student.
Julie Pinzur '09 began sew-
ing when she was about 12
years old. In 2006, dissatisfied
with the clothes she was see-
ing in stores, she started to
make her own designs and
soon after that, Mokuyobi
Threads was born.
"I'm inspired by bright col-
ors, and what will be unique,"
said Pinzur, who is an studio
art major and resides in
Chicago. "Eventually I want to
get a shop in Chicago,
although for now I'm just get-
ting into stores in the
Chicagoland area."
Right now, her entire selec-
tion can be found at mokuy-obithreads.co- m,
an independ-
ent Web merchant run by
Pinzur herself. "I studied in
Japan last semester, and
learned a lot from being over
there. A lot of my inspiration
comes from what I saw in
Tokyo."
Currently, only shirts are
available in Pinzur's line, but
her current project is creating
a line of bags in a variety of
designs, which can be viewed
on the official Web site.
"I'm working this into my
I.S., because it's what I feel
really passionate about, and
once I finish bags I'm moving
on to sweatshirts," Pinzur said
of the goals surrounding her
project.
Although Pinzur does not silk screen the designs her
self, she has perfected the process of making her designs
a reality.
Her mascot draws the most questions by far of any of
the works concerning her inspirations. The green, blue
and orange checkered creature adorns the Web site as
well as her merchandise.
"His name is Freddy Mokuyobi. I sewed him together
lot younger and I liked him so much he nat- -
different colors," she said.
5
Julie Pinzur shows off her handiwork (Photo by Caitlin Quinn).
"I'm not a big polo person, and I'm not a big fan of
looking like a walking billboard, but her bags are differ-
ent. They have nice colors, and it is hard to find a unique
bag. If it's made well, functional, as well as artsy, I could
see myself carrying one around," said Elena Fiocca '10
while looking over the selection of wardrobe items avail-
able on Pinzur's Web site. "I really stress the need for
functionality in the bags. If it's not functional, it's not
worth it."
"I like the bright colors," Amber Philips '08 said simply
about the line. 1
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C.O.W. to put on Brecht's "Good
Missie Bender .
Arts & Entertainment Editor
Next 'week, The College of
Wooster Department of Theatre and
Dance will present Bertolt Brecht's
The Good Woman of Setzuan."
The cast is composed of 25 stu-
dents and community members and is
directed by Associate Professor of
theatre and dance Shirley Huston-Findle- y.
This play is about social responsibil-
ity and, essentially, the search for one
"good" person.
"Three gods are searching the
world for a good person otherwise,
their 'book of rules is destined for the
scrap heap' and the world will have to
change," said Tess Burgler '09, who
plays the part of the Third God.
"They meet a prostitute who seems
potentially good, and give her a large
sum of money hoping she will be able
to remain good."
The plot follows Shen Te (Meredith
Overcasli '09) and other characters as
they face the many hardships of love,
identity and fairness in society.
The struggle to be "good" in a capi-
talistic society is really what. "The
Good Woman of Setzuan" is about,
according to Allison Wadleigh '10.
"The play brings up the question: Can
one really be good in a world of
poverty and oppression?" she said.
Wadleigh stressed the importance
of this question and its relevance
throughout the entire play.
And she, like the playwright, does
not provide an answer.
Huston-Findle- y said that history is
not woven into this play in a tradition-
al sense, but that there is a history of
capitalism and poverty as well as the
inability to survive under those cir-
cumstances.
But certainly there is evidence of
the effects of the Weimar republic, as
well as the coming of the Nazi regime
in Germany.
:-
-.
Left: Meredith Overcash '09 (left) and Nina Takacs '11 (Photo courtesy OPI). Right: Owen
Reynolds '11 plays the character of Wong (Photo by Sateesh Venkatesh).
WQA::q.deal with
GillianHelwig
Arts & Entertainment Editor
After three long months of striking
and stalemate negotiations, the Writers
Guild of America (WGA) voted on
Tuesday to end their walkout."
.The announcement came after
Monday's news of a tentative deal .
between the writers and Hollywood
studios, who had been feuding over
money generated from online content.
In the past, writers were paid either a
flat rate for scripts or a salary for work-
ing on a TV show.
They also collected money when
their shows were sold on DVD or
played on TV as reruns.
In recent years, however, studios also
began to post full TV episodes online.
Since there was no precedent for this
practice, the studios did not pay the
writers for the use of this material,,
which they, dubbed "promotional" Web
content.
They did, however, make a substan-
tial amount of money by selling adver-
tising, which was displayed when the
episodes were played online.
But the WGA was not fooled by the
"promotion" nomenclature, and con--
tested that they should be compensated
for their work, regardless of the medi-
um on which it appeared. For example,
in one YouTube video posted by
UnitedHollywood.com, writers and
cast members of the NBC show 'The
Office" mocked the studios' attempts to
hide the fact that they were using full
episodes without paying for them. ("You
BSL " "' V""1 mil n..
r
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Overcash said that the play aims to
tell a story rather than about a specif-
ic time and place in history.
"Brecht was certainly affected by
the world around him and wanted his
plays to make the audience think about
and become more active participants
in their world," said Overcash.
With opening night shortly
approaching, the cast and crew are
more than thrilled to put on this per-
formance.
know what 'my favorite promotion is?
'Lost,'" joked Mike Schur, a writer, actor
and co-execut- ive producer of the show.)
In the same video, BJ. Novak, a
writer, actor (he plays "Ryan") and
supervising producer of "The Office,"
notes that when he meets new viewers
of the show, most of them are watching
it online. Although I can't speak for all
TV viewers, I certainly watch a lot of
my favorite TV shows online.
After hearing critics rave about sea-
son one of "30 Rock," but never finding
the time to watch it at its regularly
scheduled time, I watched every single"
episode online.
Granted, I did start watching it on
TV when season two started last fall.
However, I would never have bothered
to . do so without having already
watched it at my own convenience on
the Internet.
"30 Rock" isn't the only show whose
online availability I've taken advantage
of. Since we still don't have cable at my
house (my parents assure me that '
they're still waiting for it to be "perfect-
ed" before they order it), I catch up on
'The Hills," "Best Week Ever" and
many of my other TV obsessions over
the Internet.
That said, I can imagine that these
online "promotions" are viewed by a
substantial number of people, so the
WGA's complaints seem mostly legiti-
mate to me.
Within the newly publicized agree-
ments, writers will nosv receive two
percent of what producers are paid for
streaming online content. However,
Voice
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"I am most excited about all the
work we have done. I getexcited at
every rehearsal because I learn some-
thing new and experience something
new every time I work with the
text," said Overcash. '
Wadleigh noted that Huston-Findl- ey
has pushed the cast to deal
with their physical characteristics a
great deal. .
'
'
She added that Huston-Findl- ey
spent an entire rehearsal on forming
studios, writers return to teleyMou johs
there are a few catches. TheWiters will
only begin to receive' the two percent in
the third year of this three-ye-ar con-
tract. .
Also, they won't directly receive any '
money generated from advertising,,
which is where the big dollars lie. Even
so, the deal is seen as a breakthrough
because the writers will receive a per-
centage of the money, rather than a
fixed amount. ,
Also, the next negotiation is slated
for 201 1, so the terms will likely change
as the Internet evolves over the next
few years.
The writers were able to return to
work on Wednesday, meaning that
writers for late night talk shows like
Conan and The Daily Show" were able
to return this week. "Saturday Night
Live" is expected to return Feb. 23, and
other scripted series like The Office,"
"Desperate Housewives" and "Grey's
Anatomy" return in March and April.
After three months off, the writers
are no doubt itching to get back to
work, especially since they've missed
out on an estimated $270 million over
the past three months.
However, many of them have still
been working during their time off,
making videos for the Internet. .
During the past few months, I've had
an opportunity to watch a lot of the
videos made by TV writers and was
actually considering writing a piece for
the Voice on my favorites.
The New York Times beat me to it,
though, publishing a feature on Feb. 10
about several writers who have turned
Feb. 19 Feb. 26
. Apes, "Ghost Games" Beach House, "Devotion" -
'
Bell Xl, "Flock" ; Cheri Dennis, "In and Out of Love"
Big Sleep, "Sleep Forever" ' Farmer's Market, Title TBA
Bon Iver, "For Emma, Forever Ago"
(
Ghostland Observatory, "Robotique Majestique"
Shauna Burns, The Moon and The Fire Circle" Goldfrapp, "Seventh Tree
Coolio, "Steal Hear"
, .
Janet Jackson, "Discipline"
Ray Davies, "Working Man's Cafe" Pete Rock, "NY's Finest-Mik- e
Doughty, "Golden Delicious" Punch Brothers, "Punch",
The Mountain Goats, "Heretic Pride" Webble, "Savage Life 2"
Rick Ross, Trilla"
Woman of
l
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identifiable physicalities within each
cast member and that this encouraged
each actor to develop character "traits
suitable to the role they will play in
the performance.
Huston-Findle- y is most excited
about each actor's character develop-
ment, she said.
"I am looking forward to watch-
ing the actors develop their characters
utilizing Brecht's notion of gestus,
which forces them to move away from
to the Internet during the strike.
Although the article was mocked by
some for basically stating the obvious
("What? There are funny videos on the
Internet now???), the article did high-
light one of my favorite online series,
"Wainy Days," and some other videos
worth mentioning.
"Wainy Days" was created by David
Wain, an alumn of the '90s comedy
show The State" (from wlwch other
show members then went on to create
"Reno 911").
The show features 20 online episodes
so far, and is available on YouTube and
on MyDamnChannel.com.
Many recognizable TV actors,
including Paul Rudd ("Anchorman,"
"Knocked Up") and Rashida Jones (The
Office"), are featured in the series, which
follows David Wain's romantic misad-
ventures. MyDamnChannel, along with
material from Andy Milonakis, also fea-
tures a series called "You Suck At
Photoshop," with several different fake
Photoshop tutorials.
The New York Times article also
mentions videos on other Web sites by
SNL cast member Fred Armison and
others by former SNL writer Liz
Cackowski.
Although many TV writers have
turned to the Internet during the strike,
it remains to be seen whether they will
continue to create online content.
Some have asserted that the Internet
is the perfect medium for sketch come-
dy, and many writers have enjoyed the
freedom of expression and quick fame
associated with successfully creating a
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Setzuan"
a Constantin Stanislavski style of
realistic acting and toward a demon-
stration of character. The use of
masks and mask work has helped
tremendously," said Huston-Findle- y.
The costume designer for this show
is Rachael Feola '08; the costumes
alone are a reason to come to the show.
Feola's Independent Study project
explores "The Good Woman of
Setzuan" and the comparisons
between Brecht and his character
Shen Te.
Feola has analyzed the text in
regards to the "duality of nature."
- Overcash expressed her excitement
for wearing the gorgeous costumes
designed by Feola, and their strong
significance to the play.
So what does the cast hope the audi-
ence will take away from this
performance?
Overcash hopes that they will take
away the desire to do something about
the world we live in.
"I just want the audience to be
driven to act," said Overcash.
Wadleigh has similar thoughts, hop-
ing that the audience will feel both
determined and obligated to discuss
issues brought up in the play.
"I don't think any subject is off lim-
its in this show. We cover all of them
from spirituality to lust, and with the
goals of the director (incorporating
masks, transformations and allusions),
the audience will hopefully not lack in
after-sho- w coffee talk," Wadleigh said.
Huston-Findle- y hopes the play will
spark the reaction that, "Action is nec-
essary. The audience has a role in
changing the world. The audience
needs to be political in action and in
thought rather than merely passive
receptors of information."
"The Good Woman of Setzuan" will
be staged in Freedlander Theatre Feb. 21
through 23. Tickets are available at the
box office for $9 general admission and
$6for students and senior, citizens. C.O.W.
students get one free ticket.
viral video. At the very least, they pro-
vided TV addicts like myself with a
brief escape from the reality shows and
reruns that have dominated airtime
since the strike began.
Time will only tell whether a similar
entertainment crisis will overtake the
nation in 2011.
The WGA strike has been lauded as
the most successful American labor
strike --of the past decade, which is
somewhat unsettling.
The battle was waged over injustices
that pale in comparison to others occur-
ring in different industries around the
world.
Even in the YouTube videos posted
by the WGA where writers are com-
plaining about compensation, the strik-
ers seem incredibly unlikable.
Their biggest complaint, besides
money they were missing out on, was
the boredom they experienced from not
working.
There was little worry of their fami-
lies starving to death.
All in all, the strikers were relatively
well-pa- id people from Los Angeles and
New York who just wanted a little more
money. It's not that I disagree with
their claim that they should be paid for
online content; they definitely should be
paid for it.
I guess I just find it a little tasteless
how overexposed and overdramatized
the whole thing was.
And yet, I'm a frequent consumer of
Web content who loves TV I'm sure if
even I was disgusted by it, there are
many others who feel the same.
2008 Five Colleges of Ohio
Student Biennial
Jan. 22 toMarch 2
Ebcrt Art Center
Sussel Gallery and the Burton D.
Morgan Gallery
Faculty Recital; David Templeton,
piano and Pamela Yarnell, piano.
Feb. 17 at 7 p.m.
Gault Recital Hall
Wooster Symphony Orchestra
Jeffrey Lindberg, 'director
Feb. 24 at 4 p.m.
McGaw Chapel
WA.C. Coffeehouse
March S
Time TBA
Mom's Truck Stop
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The media's coverage of
signing day is excessive
The toughest two weeks during my
senior year in high school was waiting
for the acceptance letter from The
College of Wooster.
Two weeks before I
received word that I
was admitted into
Wooster, Miami
University (of
chrissweeney 0hio) told me 1 was
waitlisted, i was, to
say the least, very afraid that Wooster
would not accept me after this because
had higher academic standards.
But here I am. After making a huge .
decision between Ohio University and
Wooster, I picked up the starter cap
with the Fighting Scots logo on it and
put it on hi front of a packed assembly
hall. I became the first member of the
Shaker Heights High School chess team
to make it into an NCAC institution.
My high school sent me away with
pplause and I knew I made the right
choice.
OK, that part's a lie (I play cards, not
chess).
This, however, is exactly what
national signing day, the first day in
which athletes can sign letters of intent
to play football at Div. I A schools, con-
sists of: ESPNU turning a student's
landmark decision over what school to
attend into a ridiculous media event.
I'm sure by now almost everyone has
heard the story of Kevin Hart, the two--
star high school football recruit from
Fernley High School in Nevada. Hart
fabricated an elaborate story that start-
ed in September when he convinced
everyone that he was being recruited by
Nevada, Boise State, Washington,
Oregon, Cal and Ore. State
None of this was true; the coaches
barely knew Hart, and despite him
showing up to various camps at Nevada
and Oregon, the schools never recruit-
ed him to play ball. Every big time
school he visited wrote him otF, yet
Hart kept everyone in his school con
vinced he was being heavily recruited
by big-ti- me Div. I A programs. This all
culminated in an assembly held at
Fernley High a week before national
signing day, when Hart made his big
decision between California and
Oregon on television.
I don't know what's sadder the
fact he felt he had to made up the story
or the fact everyone bought it
It's stories like this that show that
ESPN has no business televising high
school sports, especially national sign-
ing day. Trevor Prior, one of the top
rated quarterbacks in the nation, got to
miss class just to come out in front of
his school assembly and tell everyone he
was still thinking about what program
was right for him.
Apparently, Michigan, Ohio State,
Penn State and Oregon all have strong
basketry programs.
It's a wonder so many high school
athletes wind up flipping burgers for
the rest of their lives. Many get so mes
merized by the dream of playing big
time ball that nothing else matters.
They forget the fact that there are any
where from ten to 20 big-ti- me high
school programs in Ohio alone. Just
imagine how marty Texas and
California have. But, with ESPN com-
ing to Prior's school, why should any
thing matter? If they came all the way
out there, Prior must be the next Tom
Brady, right?- -
There's no way Prior won't be able to
adjust to the college game; he's a five
star recruit AH five-st- ar recruits are
going to make it big.
Every year, Sports Illustrated ranks
the top 50 high school programs. These
schools then schedule one another and
charter jets to fly out from Florida to
California just to play. Each year more
and more high school games are being
televised and 1 shudder to think what
will become of sports in the next ten
years. Will we see "high school BCS
bowl week?" If so, I just might shoot
myself.
Somewhere a line has to be drawn
between athletics and academics. High
school sports do not deserve the atten-
tion of college athletics. I can live with
college kids being on television. I can
buy the flimsy argument that it is a col-
lege's job to offer all forms of education,
including athletics.
But athletics should not be the decid
ing factor in admitting a kid into a big
time university. Education must come
first. The only way that message gets
sent is to have athletes be evaluated and
admitted according to the admission
standards held true for all students,
with few extreme exceptions for those
who are truly academically challenged
but have amazing athletic talent I'm
not an expert, but there has to be a bet-
ter way. .
Otherwise, more people will join
Hart on the list of many kids who are
so caught up in the big dream, they lose
sight of the fact that there is more to
life than sports.
Chris is an Editor in Chief. He can be
'
reached at csweeney08wooster.edu.
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ing a 2S-1- 9 lead. Wittenberg also leads
the all-ti- me series, 50-4-1.
But what makes the rivalry so great is
that the game is always intense, and the
NCAC regular season or tournament
title is almost always on the line. The
two have combined to win all but two
NCAC tournaments in the last 19 years,
while also winning or sharing each reg-
ular season title in that span (Allegheny
is the only other team to share the title
in 1993). They have also met in the
NCAC championship game in ten of
the last 1 8 tournaments.
Not only are the games big, but they
are usually down to the wire. Of the 91
meetings between the two teams, 39
have been decided by five points or less
which includes six of the last seven and,
19 of the last 36. This doesn't count the
2005 triple-overti- me game, where
Wooster prevailed 102-9- 5.
It is also safe to say that in the last
decade, the rivalry has hit a high water
mark, with some classic showdowns.
In 2000, Wooster went into
Wittenberg and completed a perfect '
NCAC season with an 83-7- 2 win,
becoming the second team to go 16-- 0 in
the regular season. Unlike the recent
Patriots, Wooster beaf the Giants (the
Wabash Little Giants that is) 1 14--91 in
the championship game and made it 19-- 0
with a NCAC tournament title and
completed the first-ev- er perfect NCAC
season.
In 2001, Wittenberg got the better of
the Scots in the regular Season, ending
Wooster's league record 41 -- game
NCAC winning streak on Jan. 20 in
Springfield 90-8-3. On Jan. 17, No. 5
Wittenberg ended No. 1 Wooster's 44-ga- me
home winning'streak with a con-
vincing 9-1-8- 0 win and took the NCAC
title outright.
But the Scots had the last laugh in
2001, as Wooster went into Wittenberg
Friday,
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Wooster and Wittenberg: Div. Ill hoops' greatest rivalry
Chris Sweeney
Editor in Chief
There are many rivalries in sports, .
but the truly great ones have three com-
ponents: two teams that hate each other,
fans that share the same hate and, most
importantly, consistently meaningful
games between the two teams.
It also helps if the two teams are sto-
ried with tradition.
It is for these reasons that the
WoosterWittenberg rivalry is the
greatest in all of Div. Ill basketball.
There are other good ones out there:
HopeCalvin and RochesterBrandies.
But WoosterWittenberg has some-
thing the others do not have: the two
winningest Div. Ill teams of all time.
Wittenberg is No. l with 1,574 wins
and Wooster is No. 2 with 1,467.
The programs also share the lead in
regular-seaso- n championships with ten. .
Tomorrow's game will most likely
decide who breaks this tie and captures
their llth.
In the last five years, the two teams
have combined for three Div. Ill Final
Four appearances
But where did this rivalry begin? It
all started in the Ohio Athletic
Conference (OAC). Clevelanders and
northeast Ohioans may recognize cur-
rent members of John Carroll, Baldwin
Wallace and Mount Union. But back in
the' 1970s, Wooster and Wittenberg
. WPrp 9 nart rf tlilQ rnnfnrorto trt
The two teams had some history,
meeting in the OAC title game twice in
1973 and 1979, both classic games.
Wooster came out on top in the 1973
showdown. Gene Schindewolf '75 made
two free throws with 13 seconds left to
seal a 49-4-8 win and the OAC crown.
But in 1979, Wittenberg got the better
of the Scots. The Tigers' Brian Agler
hit a jumper to break 50-5- 0 tie with four
s
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Matt Schlingman '05 and the Scots played Wittenberg in an
epic 102-9- 5, triple-overti- me victory (Photo courtesy OPI).
,
seconds left. Both OAC title games were
played on neutral sites.
Feb. 8, 1984 could have been the day
when this rivalry died.. Wooster,
Denison, Kenyon, Oberlin and Ohio
Wesleyan were leaving the OAC to
form their own conference, the NCAC.
Wittenberg won the last-ev- er OAC
contest between the two rivals 70-4- 6 in
Springfield. The two teams did not play
one another for seven years, the longest
drought in the rivalry.
But after Wittenberg joined the
NCAC in the 1988-8- 9 season, the two
teams had a chance to become great
rivals once more. The two met again in
1990 in Springfield, Ohio, for the first
NCAC contest. Wittenberg won 60-5-6.
Since 1990, the rivalry has escalated
to what it is today: the greatest in all of
Div. Ill, The teams have played 44
NCAC contests, with Wittenberg hold
and came away with the NCAC tourna-
ment title with a thrilling 59-5- 6 victory
where Bryan Nelson '03 scored 31
points and Antwyan Reynolds '02 hit a
three-point-er with 28 seconds left to
seal the win.
During the 2004 year, Wittenberg
again got the best of the Scots twice in
the regular season, only to face humilia-
tion in the NCAC championship.
Wooster went into Wittenberg and
handed the fifth-rank- ed Tigers a 100-- 7 1
thrashing in front of a near-capac- ity
Wittenberg crowd.
But in 2005 and 2006, Wittenberg
would get revenge. In 2005 the Tigers
came into Timken Gym and knocked
the Scots out of the No. 1 spot, on Jan.
15, beating Wooster 69-5- 1. Wooster
won the aforementioned triple-overti- me
game, where Kyle Witucky '06 hit a half
court shot to send the game into triple
overtime. Eventually the Scots pre-
vailed for the seven-pi- nt win sealing
the conference title. However, Wooster
lost the NCAC championship game on
their home floor in a gut-wrench- ing 61-- 59
decision.
The 2006 season was probably the
best year for the rivalry. In Timken
Gymnasium, James Cooper '08 hit a
three-ba- ll from near midcourt to cap
an 86-8- 3 victory over the Tigers.
Wooster then went into Springfield as
the No. 2 ranked team in the nation
and knocked off No. 1 Wittenberg 86--77
in the first ever D3hoops.com show-
down between No. 1 and No. 2. But
Wittenberg had the last laugh again,
winning the NCAC title in familiar
fashion, 71-6- 9. '
Tomorrow at 7:30 p.m., the teams
will write a new chapter in this storied
rivalry. Wooster is favored to win being
No. 14 in the land, but only two things
are certain: the NCAC title is on the line
and anything can happen.
Swimmers at NCAC Championships
Andrew Vogel
Sports Editor
The men's and women's swim
teams, which both finished 8-- 2 in the
regular season, travel to Canton,
Ohio this weekend for the most
important meet of the year the
North Coast Athletic Conference
Championships.
The meet will be held at the C.T.
Branin Natatorium; where the Scots
will take on some of the most domi-
nant programs in Div. Ill, including
the nearly unbeatable Kenyon
College. The meet began yesterday
and runs through tomorrow.
One of the key swimmers for the
men will be Eric Babbitt '10. Babbitt
fared well at the conference meet last
year, narrowly missing out on all-confere- nce
awards, which go to the
top three.in each category. Last year,
Babbitt took fourth in the 200 but-
terfly with a time of 1:54.96. Babbitt
is expected to do well again this year
and is seeded third in that event.
Matt Dominski '08 will also com-
pete for honors in the butterfly.
Dominski has scored in the confer-
ence meet in each of the last three
seasons. This year, he has had the
NCAC's ninth-be- st time in the 100
fly (52.80) and the llth-be- st in the
200 fly (1:58.90).
For the women, Tamari Farquharson
'1 1 should be contributor at the confer-
ence meet. Farquharson is expected to
score big in the 50 freestyle, 100 free
and 100 breaststroke.
Meggie Edwards '10 will also be
expected to turn in a big performance
in the 100 backstroke, where she is a
former All-Ameri- can with a time of
59.1 1. Alice Case '10, May Tobar '11
and Elizabeth Zucco '11 will all com-
pete in the 50 freestyle event.
Case is also expected to do well in
the 100 butterfly, where she current-
ly has the ninth-be- st time in the con-
ference (1:00.07).
Kenyon and Denison are both
national powers in both divisions and
will pose an extremely tough chal-
lenge for the Scots. Each finished 1- -2
at the NCAA Div. Ill Championships
last year. The men will look to give
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Allie Kibler-Campbe- ll '10 and the Scots will look to close their
season well at the NCAC Championships (Photo courtesy OPI).
Wabash a run for its money for third-pla- ce
at the conference meet. The
women will lqok to get back into
third or fourth place after coming in
fifth last year.
The meet begins at 10 a.m. every
day, with the finals taking place at
, 6:30 p.m. every evening. A complete
schedule of events and individual
results can be found at
http:www.northcoast.orgmwswi
mchampionships.html.
Indoor track excels in field events
Nick Holt
Sports Editor
Last Friday was a good day for
Wooster indoor track and field, as six
Wooster student-athlet- es took or
shared first-pla- ce honors at the
Oberlin Ojen. It was a nonscoring
meet, with five area schools sending
participants. The Scots were particu-
larly successful in the field events,
where they recorded five of their six
first-pla- ce finishes.
Bryan Albani '10 was the lone Scot
winner ton the track, taking first in the
55-- meter hurdles With a time of 7.99.
He was trailed by fellow Scots Dierre
Taylor '09 and Matt Jensen '08, who
finished second and third, respectively.
The Scot men had two other 1- -2
finishes, witli both coining in the field
events. In the triple jump, as Tristan
Jordan '08 took first, and Eric Dyer '10
finished second. Steve Zumbrun '08
finished first in the shot with a distance
of 43 feet, 3.75 inches, and teammate
Josh Kime ' 1 1 finished just short of
him (42 feet, 4 inches).
Averell Gatton '09 and Jon Matliis
'10 managed to share top-hono- rs in the
high jump, both clearing 5 feet, 10
inches.
Other notable performances for the
men were a second-plac- e finish by
Jordan in the long jump (20 feet, 5.75
inches) and Terry Workman's '10
third-pla- ce finish in the 30O0 meters
(9:14.21).
On the women's side, Katie Dale was
the lone Scot capturing top honors
with a 37 feet, 4 inch shot put. rjayla
Miller was runner-u- p in the triple
jump (32 feet, 10.5 inches) and tied for
third in the high jump (4 feet, 7.5 incite
es). The Scots also received third-pla- ce
finishes from KatcLynn Riley '10 in the
55-nie- ter hurdles (9.81) and Elizabeth
Wardrop '11 in the high jump (four
feet, 7.5 inches).
Both teams will continue their
young season tomorrow at the Kenyon
Invitational. It will be a busy week for
track, as Wooster will have partici-
pants in the All-Oh- io Championships
at Wester ville, Ohio on Feb. 16. From
there the season moves rapidly as the
Scots will just have the Greater
Cleveland Championships on Feb. 22,
before they participate in the NCAC
Championships on Feb. 29 - March 1.
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Scot women losefifth straight game
Johann Weber
Senior Sports Writer
Wooster ended up on the bad end of
a five-ga-me streak, falling for the fifth
consecutive game Saturday with a 66--46
loss to Kenyon College. The
women's basketball team (6-1- 5, 3-- 9
NCAC) struggled against Kenyon's
tremendous offense, which ran to an
early double-dig- it lead and never
allowed Wooster to get closer than
seven points.
The number one team in the NCAC,
with a 13-- 0 conference record, Kenyon
came into the game expecting a much
easier victory. However, thanks to a
strong Wooster defense and a deter-
mined offense, Kenyon slowed down in
the second half, though not enough for
Wooster to take back the boards.
Meredith Wilson '09 was the' only
player to make it to double digits, lead-
ing Wooster in points with 11, fol-
lowed by Kaitlin Krister '10 with nine
and Hanna Kerkian-Winto- n ' 1 1 with
seven.
Last Friday, Feb. 8, Wooster fought a
much closer contest with Oberlin
College, narrowly losing 63-6- 4, due to
a well-plac- ed final three point shot by
Oberlin. The game against Oberlin
saw Wooster bring forward a number
of great plays and a great deal of
teamwork. A 12-po- int Scot run erased
Oberlin's early lead. During the second
half, the Scots extended their lead to as
much as ten points, before Oberlin
found their last-minu- te points and
sunk the final three pointer with only
three seconds remaining.
There were several bright spots for
the Scots. Krister led the team with 15
points, and Jennifer Copeland '08
scored a season-hig- h ten points. In
addition, Kelly Aughenbaugh '10 made
the most of her first career start,
recording four steals.
The team, which is very young this
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Priscilla Staples '10 and the Scots lost a pair of tough confer
ence games this week (Photo by Sateesh Venkatesh).
year, is beginning to recognize their
strongest sets on the court, and using
their teamwork to make the most of it.
"Amazing plays seem to occur when
we get the ball inside to our post and
then kick the ball around from there,"
said Wilson. "Our inside-o-ut game is
great with the combination of strong
posts Qand guards. Most of our open
shots come when we can get. the ball
down low for an open shot or make the
extra pass."
Next up for Wooster is Hiram
College, followed this Saturday by a
home game against the Scots' rival
Wittenberg (game begins at 2 p.m.).
Wilson and the other players are confi-
dent both in their ability to earn victo-
ries this season, and in the' team's
future seasons.
"As long as we come out intense,
playing as a team, and handle runs the
other team has against us, we're gold-
en," said Wilson. "Experience is some-
thing that cannot be taught, but is one
thing that everyone has gained this
season. We've taken lessons from the
lips and downs of the 2O07-O- 8 basket-
ball season which will not be forgotten
for next year."
The Wooster Voice
Wooster takes control of NGAG with Wabash win
Chris Sweeney
Editor in Chief
The College of Wooster (19-3,12-- 1)
kept control of first place in the
NCAC last week with- - a 83--7 1 win
over fourth place Wabash College (13-- 8,
7-- 5) here in Timken Gymnasium.
The win allowed the Scots to move up
.to No. 14 in the D3hoops.com nation-
al poll.
Wabash came into Timken looking
for a signature win over the first place
Scots, to propel the Little Giants back
into the NCAC race. For a while, it
looked as if the Little Giants could
pull off the upset, leading the game
for the first 15 minutes. Wabash estab--
lished control over the game early on,
taking an 14- -9 lead and extending it
to as much as six (31-25- ).
But after that, Wooster seized con-
trol, utilizing a 18-- 6 run, and went
into the locker room up 43-3- 7.
Coming out in the seqond half, the
Scots extended their lead to eight
(50-42- ). Wooster and Wabash traded
off baskets for awhile until James
Cooper '08 scored a pair of jumpers
to extend the Scot lead to 1 1 with
12:41 left (59-48- ).
,
Despite being up 1 1, Wabash would
not go quietly into the night; the Little
Giants fought and clawed for the next
six minutes and cut the deficit to as
low as six at one point. "But with 7:29
left, a pair of Cooper free throws and
an Evan Will '08 layup extended the
Scot lead back out to ten (66-56- ). After
that, Wabash never got within ten.
Cooper led the Scots with 20 points
while Will and Brandon Johnson '09
contributed 16 and 14, respectively.
WiU was one rebound away from a
double-doubl- e, snagging nine
rebounds. Bryan Wickliffe ' 1 1 also had
a solid game with eight points and
eight rebounds while Johnson hauled
in five rebounds of his own and led the
team in assists with four.
The teams were fairly even from the
field, Wooster shooting 50 percent to
Wabash's 43.1. The three-bal-ls Were
not falling for the Scots as they shot
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Brian Wickliffe '11 and the Scots can extend their commanding lead in the NCAC with a win torn-morro- w
against Wittenberg University (Photo by Sateesh Venkatesh).
an unusually low 33.3 percent from
three-poi- nt land compared to their
season average of 46.4. Wabash also
shot poorly from three-poi- nt range at
26.3 percent. Wooster also had anoth-
er bad day from the charity stripe,
shooting" 65.7 percent to Wabash's
72.7. Wooster held the edge on the
glass, out rebounding Wabash 37-3- 2.
Last Wednesday night, the Scots
"traveled to Denison University (2-2- 0,
2-1- 0) for their second to last road
' game of the year. Wooster easily han-
dled the Big Red, winning 82-6- 4.
The Scots jumped out to a big lead
early as they scored the team's first 12
points,' including seven by, Cooper..
However, Wooster's offense then got
fin an offensive funk, going without a
field goal for more than eight minutes.
The Big Red took advantage, taking a
16-1- 4 lead. The Scots offense came'
alive again, going on runs of 12-- 0 and
10--2 to take a 39-2-8 lead at the half.
The Scots opened the second on a
good run, stretching their lead to 53-3- 2
over the first six minutes of the
half, effectively putting Denison out of
reach.
. Cooper recorded a game-hig- h 16
points (all in the first half), to cross the
1,900 point milestone for his career.
Cooper was effective from long range,
sinking four for seven from three-poi- nt
range. Fulk was also a threat
from downtown, as usual, converting
2-o- f-3 three pointers to help him reach
10 points on the night.
The rest of the team had a terrible
night from three-poj- nt range, collec-
tively making just 2-of- -14.
With the lack of perimeter shooting
the Scots were forced to look to the
post more often and both Will and
Wickliffe delivered with double-figu-re
games. Will recorded 13 points with
eight rebounds and three steals, while
Wickliffe added 12 points and six
rebounds. ' V
Johnson had a strong overall per-
formance with eight points, five
assists, two blocks and two steals.
Tomorrow night at 7:30 p.m.,
Wooster plays host to their NCAC
nemesis Wittenberg University (15-- 7, .
1 1- -2) for what will most likely decide
the NCAC conference. Wittenberg lost
to Ohio Wesleyan on Jan. 23, 70-6-7,
but retains the head-to-he- ad tiebreaker
with their 87-8- 6 overtime win over the
Scots in Springfield on Jan. 19.
Wittenberg lost to Ohio Wesleyan
on Wednesday, 72-6- 9. The win keeps
the Bishops in the hunt for the NCAC
title. Wittenberg still controls its des-- ,
tiny due to their head-to-he- ad record.
While the loser of the game is not
mathematically eliminated, they will
have a tough shot at making up
ground with only two games left after
Saturday. Should Wooster lose, they
will need Wabash and Kenyon College
(9-1- 2, 7-- 5) to upset the Tigers. If the
Scots win, alj they have to do is beat
.
either Allegheny College (10-1- 1, 5-- 7)
at home or go on the road and beat
Earlham College (3-1- 8, 1-- 11) to lock
up the title and ,home field advantage
throughout the NCAC tournament.
Note: For Saturday's game, fans
must have a ticket to enter. College ID
cards as well as other passes will still
be accepted for free admission, howev-
er, you must present them at the tick-
et window. Pre-sa- le will take place at
the PEC on Friday only from 1 1 a.m. --
2 p.m. and 4-- 6 p.m.
This Week's Home Games
.
Men's Basketball
Feb 16. v. Witt 7:30 p.m.
Feb. 20 v. Allegheny 7:30 p.m.
Women's Basketball
Feb. 16 v. Witt 2:00 p.m.
Be part of the Wittenberg white-ou- t
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Tomorrow night, the Wooster men's basketball team hosts
Wittenberg in a crucial game. Students are encouraged to
wear white in order to "white-out- " the gym for this important
rivalry game (Photo courtesy OPI).
2007-200- 8 SURVIVOR SUPPORT SYSTEM
A group of faculty and staff who are available to confidentially assist survivors of, or those who know survivors of sexual
assault. For assistance contact:
Nancy Anderson Longbrake Ext. 2038
MaryBader KaukeOOS Ext. 2357
Heather Fitz Gibbon Kauke 007 Ext. 2371
PamFrese Kauke 014 . Ext. 2256
Shirley Must on-Find- ley Wishart 118 Ext. 2543
Dianna Rhyan The Lilly House Ext. 2301
Carroll Meyer Westminster Church Ext. 2208
Students may also call the College counselorsmedical staff at Ext. 2319 or the Campus Chaplain at Ext. 2558.
To report an assault, contact the Wooster City
Police at 91 1 (emergencies) or (330) 264-333- 3, or Campus Security at Ext 2590.
For information, please access: http:www.wooster.edupolicies.
